WORKING ‘ON’ MY BUSINESS
MINISTRY
To those touched
by the Business,
Eternal Fruit

REVENUE
GENERATION
Topline Growth, Sales, Marketing,
Product Line Management &
Customer Relationships

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Proﬁt/Return, Projections,
Metrics, Controls, Reporting,
Cash Management

Purpose,
Vision,
& Core
Values

OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT
Product/Service Supply Chain,
Order Fulﬁllment, Technology
& Administration

ORGANIZATION
DEVELOPMENT

Recruiting, Hiring, Training,
Personal Growth,
Compensation, Succession

‘Alignment’ brings component parts of a business into harmony where each function works
in concert with others to produce a worthy overall result. A symphony orchestra best
exemplifies this when all instruments play on key and in synchronization according to an
overall plan. When just one instrument or section plays off-key or out-of-time, the quality
of the performance is sharply diminished. If several play to ‘their own beat,’ chaos reigns!
Chief executives are like orchestra conductors, responsible for the overall team direction
and harmony. Like orchestras, our businesses combine different players and disciplines
to produce an overall performance. By leading our organizations to achieve and maintain
alignment, we’ll produce less friction and waste, improve our results, and maximize our
odds of long-term success. This concept is simple to grasp, but more difficult in practice.
Because we’re so often busy working in our businesses to put out fires, ‘soft’ issues like
alignment always seem to be waiting for a future time when we finally have the more
pressing issues under control. Of course, this never happens, since choosing to live with
chaos is a self-fulfilling prophecy! It’s tough to be disciplined enough to work on our
businesses while working in them, but this type of leadership and integration is what C12
is all about. This is also true of the integration of our ministry in business, another ‘soft’
issue that’s easily pushed aside due to the press of everyday concerns. However, ministry,
like alignment, is of critical long-term importance to us!
Let’s pause to consider what alignment could look like in our companies and how we might
measure it. How does it relate to what our people are busy doing every day? Is alignment
just an elusive concept or is it truly possible to define an overarching process that produces
alignment? For businesses of all types and sizes, alignment can be intentionally pursued
without complicated systems or consulting. With persistent effort, we can honestly
and intelligently work towards achieving and maintaining it. Let’s look further at the
components of our Five-Point Alignment Matrix to see how:
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